Program for 8-weeks lab rotation (Praktikum) in the Medical Psychology Division for MSc students in Neuroscience

Contact person for comments and suggestions: Dr Johannes Schultz, email: Johannes.Schultz@ukb.uni-bonn.de

Progress checklist (tick each item once completed)

- Meet Prof Hurlemann, get overview of group research
- Meet all group members, get brief overview of their own research projects
- Read chapter 1 of Handbook of Psychophysiology (HoP)
- Receive basic explanation of fMRI research methods
- Attend / help with fMRI experiment
- Be ready to analyze reference fMRI dataset
- Attend TMS treatment session
- Present first paper to research group
- Read 3 non-methods-focused chapters in HoP
- See neuropsychological assessment during pre-fMRI screening session
- See psychophysiology/psychophysics measurement (if available)
- Present second paper to research group
- Present analyzed fMRI dataset